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2022 BCALA Best of the Best Booklist
5th through 8th Grade

In the Key of Us by Mariana J. Lockington
The Whisperer's Warning by Danielle Y. C. McLeon
And We Rise by Erica Martin
Black Panther Uprising by Ronald L. Smith
Operation Sisterhood by Maud Nishimo
We Were the Fire by Shelia P. Moses
Maybe an Artist by Liz Montague
SHURI Synthesis

Freewater by Amanda L. Bonson
Ain't Gonna Let Nobody Turn Me Round by Jacqueline Woodson
Rain Rising by Kwame Alexander
The Door of No Return by If You Read This by Linda Williams Jackson

When Winter Robeson Came by Brenda Woods
Lotus Bloom and the Afre Revolution by Kelly J. Baptist
Isaiah Dunn Saves the Day by Coe Booth
Caprice

Star Child

Summer Time

Unbreakable

K.P. Carter

Illustrated by David James
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